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Moving Offshore
Lazard Ltd SEC Form S-1A (5/2/2005)

Lazard Ltd, a Bermuda company, filed a SEC Form S-1 on December 17, 2004 to register 
and sell the initial issuance of its common stock. Lazard Ltd was formed to be the controlling 
indirect holding company for Lazard LLC, a Delaware company, that operated or held 
the various businesses historically known as Lazard Freres. The final S-1/A was filed  
May 2, 2005 in connection with the consummation of the transaction. The transaction is 
an interesting example of how transactions allowing an existing business to move offshore 
are still possible.

The Three Businesses
The historic Lazard businesses were financial advisory, asset management and capital 
markets (the latter being trading for its own account, and certain other businesses, including 
research and underwriting). The IPO occurred in conjunction with a reorganization of 
Lazard LLC in which its members would acquire sole ownership of the capital markets 
business, would retain a minority ownership in Lazard LLC that would be exchangeable 
for common stock of Lazard Ltd, and would control Lazard Ltd through a special class of 
voting stock. Also a substantial part of the IPO proceeds (actually, 100% plus some more) 
will be used to redeem some of the capital interests of the Lazard LLC members. 

The Tax Planning
Lazard Ltd plans to be treated as a non-publicly traded partnership for U.S. tax purposes, 
and Lazard LLC would continue to be treated as a partnership for U.S. tax purposes. 

The S-1 states that the owners of Lazard Ltd will not be imputed any income except 
upon receipt of distributions. That would not be true if a partnership owns a partnership, 
so the result is effected by Lazard Ltd owning Larzard LLC through multiple foreign and 
domestic corporate subsidiaries, which apparently were formed in connection with the 
transaction. Lazard Ltd. expects those foreign subsidiaries to pay tax on pass-through 
effectively connected income of Lazard LLC. It also expects to avoid the 30% U.S. branch 
profits tax by virtue of being ultimately owned at least 50% by U.S. citizens, which normally 
would qualify the subsidiaries for treaty benefits yielding a 5% tax rate. 

Under §7704(b) a publicly traded partnership like Lazard Ltd may avoid being treated as 
a corporation if 90% of its income is passive, such as dividends. Lazard Ltd. plans to own 
mostly stock of corporate subsidiaries, whose income will not pass through to it, and which 
will pay dividends, thus qualifying Lazard Ltd for the 90% exception and preventing its 
taxation as a corporation. Evidently it avoided the exception for investment companies by 
having the historic members as a group own a controlling interest in Lazard Ltd.
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The Expatriation Issue and other Possible Hurdles
The classification of Lazard Ltd as a tax partnership is critical to avoiding application 
of section 7874, the anti-corporate inversion statute, which applies only if a foreign 
corporation acquires substantially all of the assets of a domestic partnership or 
corporation. Apparently here no single foreign corporation among the subsidiaries of 
Lazard Ltd acquired direct or indirect control of substantially all of the assets of the 
domestic operating partnership. 

Due to a section 754 election, the Lazard LLC asset basis will increase due to the 
redemptions of the historical members and the future conversion of the members’ 
retained interests for Lazard Ltd stock. Under a Tax Receivable Agreement, Lazard will 
pay to the members 85% of the cash savings in taxes from the basis step up. 

Lazard Ltd contemplates that five or fewer individuals will own more than half of the 
value of its shares and so U.S. subsidiaries could be personal holding companies. 
For that reason it plans to manage their income to avoid the 60% test. Lazard also 
contemplates that the intermediate foreign subsidiaries will not be treated as passive 
foreign investment companies. 

Practice Application 
A primary tax benefit of the transaction is to remove from the U.S. income tax base the 
foreign income earned by Lazard LLC and previously included in the taxable worldwide 
income of the historic Lazard members that are U.S. residents. Going forward, to the 
extent Lazard LLC is owned by the foreign intermediate holding corporations, that foreign 
income of Lazard LLC will not be effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business and 
will not be taxed by the U.S. 

This in addition to all of the other advantages of the deal to the historic owners means 
there is much to recommend this deal to others. The operating company needs to be a 
U.S. tax partnership, which will limit the appeal of this structure to service and closely 
held companies. Of course, as illustrated by Lazard, the closely held company need not 
remain closely held, but can become publicly traded. 

For additional information, call Kevin Rowe (212) 210 9505 or Jack Cummings (919) 862 2302. 
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